The use of Late Bronze Age seals and rings in the Aegean has always stirred discussion, 1 but pubÜshed versions concerned with solid evidence have attempted little more than to point to the various representations of human figures who wear sealstones, and often only to the Cup Bearer fresco from Knossos (PL ... fig. 2 ).
e.g., thc so-called talismanic subjects do not, in the author's view, substantiatc by themselves the identifications of seals that carry them äs talismans or amulets.
I. As Ex-Votos in Shrines
Sealstones were deposited äs ex-votos in at least three shrines, the Temple at Ayia Irini in Keos, 3 the Shrine at Phylakopi in Melos, 4 and the House with the Idols at Mycenae. 5 The pottery contexts for all these deposits are essentially LH III B or thereabouts, suggesting that regardless of the longevity of the religious practices in these buildings only those during ca. LH III B included the offering of seals which have survived.
The Ayia Irini Temple yielded four lentoids (CMS V *497-*500), two of which (CMS V *499 and *500) are by the same hand äs an extremely similar lentoid from the Phylakopi Shrine (Ex. inv. no. *Ph5.844). All these seals are remarkably fine, though CMS V *497 from Kea, a worn lentoid, seems stylistically earlier, perhaps LH III A. The Phylakopi Shrine also produced five other lentoids, all of steatite and all considerably worn; these carry schematic quadrupeds (Ex. inv. nos. *PH5.833, *834, *837, *840, and *841). Two other sealstones from this Shrine, an amygdaloid and a cushion seal (Ph5.*808 and *83«1), may be heirlooms.
The seals from the House with the Idols include one fine agate lentoid with a bull-leaping scene (CMS V *597), two disks made of undoubtedly valuable material -one of blue glass (CMS V *598) and one of imported lapis lazuli (CMS V *600), and one unfinished and unbored lentoid of agate (CMS V *599).
It is interesting to note that the seals deposited in the three sanctuaries fall into two main categories: the finer seals all (but CMS V *497 from Kea) in styles which seem contemporary with LH III B pottery, and the steatite seals from Phylakopi much worn through hard use carrying originally crude depictions of animals.
6 If the quality of the sealstones offered reflects the wealth or Station of the faithful then such seals may imply an egalitarian practice of dedicating ex-votos by the wealthy äs well äs by those of modest means.
See CMS V 355 for discussion and bibliography. AR 1975, pp. C. The seals are unpublished; the author is grateful to Professor Colin Renfrew for his permission to mention here the seals from the Shrine. See CMS V 414 for discussion and bibliography. These belong to the author's Mainland Populär Group (LH III A: 2-C: 1), Dissertation 439_441.
II. As Charms
Certain findspots for sealstones suggest that they were used äs charms in t wo major ways.
a. In jars.
At least three sealstones were found inside jars -an EM-MM early three-sided prism of green steatite at Palaikastro in a LM II jar used for purifying oil; 7 a lentoid of gray steatite carrying undeciphered signs(?) in the LM IIb TBird Amphora' in Ayios loannes T. l; 8 and a lentoid (CMS I 297) of black steatite in a LH III B:2-C storage jar at Pylos.
The jars probably contained some liquid, oil probably in the Palaikastro and Pylos jars, wine in the TBird Amphora'. The specific purpose of the sealstones is suppositional. The green stone of the Palaikastro heirloom may have been thought appropriate to the color of the olive oil; the (undecipherable?) signs on the Ayios loannes disk may have made wine suitable for the deceased to drink; the soft quality of all the stones may have been thought to cüssolve slightly in the liquid, like pearls or Cretan gypsum in wine, 9 thus imparting some special quality to it; or the stones may have been thought magical in other ways, like the soupstone in the French folk tale (M. Leach, The Soupstone).
Two other lentoids from Pylos were found in areas connected with water -the broken rock crystal (CMS I 300) in Reservoir 102, and the broken steatite seal (CMS I 296) in a drairi. Both seals, however, probably found their way to these areas more because they were broken and then discarded than because they were meant to impart a special quality to the water in them.
b. In tombs.
Six agate lentoids (CMS I *140, *141, 142, 143, *144, and *145) were found at the narrow end of the dromos, the 'forehall', just before the stomion of Ch. T. 515 (LH IIb).
10 It appeared to the excavator that these seals may have been removed there during a Clearing of the tomb to make way for new burials. To the excavator, then, these six seals had no special significance for the tomb itself. Two of the lentoids (CMS I Gypsum is found in Crcte in at least two major areas: in sheet form east of Myrtos, and in a crystalline form in the Gypsades hill south of Knossos. During modern cclebrations at Knossos an elegant thing to do is to drop a small crystal of gypsum into the excellent local kokinelli wine, and after it dissolves to drain the cup. 10 Wace, Chamber Tombs 50-63,199-201; Chronology 50-51. *144 and *145), however, are twins, each a lentoid of carnelian, and of about the same size; in addition, each carries a Potnia flanked by two rampant lions, the only difference in the two scenes being the direction of curve in the lions' tails. While the other seals found their way into the hollow in the middle of the 'forehall', CMS I *144 and *145 were each found directly opposite each other on one of the two low benches that flank the hollow. Their symmetrical position, the Separation of these two seals from the others of the "forehall", and their almost identical form, material, and motif all make it unlikely that their position is accidental. Surely these Potniai were meant to guard the entrance to the tomb against desecrators. / Two other tombs have yielded sealstones found in possibly significant places. A lentoid of green steatite was found in the middle of a skull in Room 8b (LM phase) of Ossuary Building 5 at Archanes.
11 This seal may of course have entered the skull by accident or by whim when the bones were reburied.
Lying alone on the bench of Isopatä T. 3 (LM III A: l) 12 were two lentoids HM *908 and 909. Again, these seals may have been placed there for no significant reasön or they may have formed part of a larger group of offerings later swept away, perhaps that found in the northwest corner. 13 As charms in tombs, therefore, only the lentoids with Potniai from Mycenae T. 515 seem unequivocal, but if so, both their location and probable function äs guardians are unique, and thus such guardianship äs theirs may not have been universally esteemed.
III. As Valuables
Many persons of the Aegean Bronze Age not only considered their gems handsome äs well äs useful and distinctive, but they also enjoyed collecting them. Around the skeletons in many tombs are found several sealstones and rings which may be said to form small and casual collections.
, *·· Often these collections include seals that are much older, some possibly heirlooms, and others perhaps considered antique at the time they were buried. 1^ Four tombs, however, provide evidence for more discriminating acquiring. In the Vapheio Cist twenty-four of the twentyeight sealstones 15 were found divided into two equal groups, one near each hand. In the original excavation report Tsountas records that around the mound at the left hand the earth was stained brown, perhaps preserving the traces of "a wooden box dissolved into dust in which were guarded the silver tool ([his] pl. 7.16) and also silver earpicks" (author's translation) along with the twelve seals. 16 Another wooden box was found in Gypsades T. 11 (LM III A:2) preserving two amygdaloids. 17 These seals, not numerous enough to constitute a sizeable collection, were undoubtedly, however,,thought valuable enough to be secured in a box; on stylistic grounds they appear early, probably LM I, and thus may have been precious heirlooms. 21 A silver bowl or cup was found on the midriff of both Burials I and II in Sellopoulo T. 4. Though these vessels held nothing, a bronze dish placed near the feet of Burial II originally held sixty-three beads of various materiais (BSA 69, 1974, 195-257 , especiafiy p. 213 discussing the beads J 13 in the bronze dish B 31, and p. 214 discussing the silver vessels J 4 and J 11).
IV. As Personal Ornaments
All scholars agree that sealstones were worn on bracelets and necklaces.
a. Sealstones and rings on necklaces.
The evidence for necklaces consisting of beads and sealstones or rings comes only from burials. At least three necklaces with sealstones have survived from Cretan tombs: a necklace from Burial III Sellopoulo T. 4 (LMIII A:l early) of three faience beads, two glass beads, an amber bead, and a scarab with a cartouche of the reign of Amenophis III (ca. B. C. 1417-1379); 22 a necklace of beads, and a crystal lentoid with cow and calf (not in CMS V) is displayed in the Chania Museum äs coming from one of the LH III A:2-B(?) tombs at Armenoi near Rethymnon; and another necklace of fourteen beads of crystal, carnelian, bronze, gold and ivory, and the two sealstones, a lentoid and an amygdaloid, both of carnelian, adorned the neck of the north (male) skeleton buried in Zafer Papoura T. 99 (LM III B:!).
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The Mainland has produced at least four. similar necklaces with sealstones: a string of nine beads with the amygdaloid (CMS I 6 and p. 11) in the middle, from Mycenae Grave Circle B grave Mu (MH end-LH I); a necklace of several beads and a lentoid (CMS I 406 and p. 418) from Thebes, Ayia Anna T. 2 (LH I-II); another of glass beads with the two lentoids (CMS I 202 and 203) in the middle, from Nafplion T. 2;^ and from the Vapheio Cist (LH Ha) a necklace of eighty amethyst beads with two seals (perhaps CMS I 255 and 2S6).
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Other sealstones äs well äs some rings were found in tombs near the skeleton's neck and may have been either suspended on necklaces or perhaps deposited there or nearby äs grave gifts. From Crete come two lentoids from Ayios loannes T. III (LM üb); 26 one lentoid and three gold rings found on the ehest of the Priestess-Queen buried in the side chamber of Archanes Tholos A (LM III A:l); 27 four lentoids from Kalyvia T. l (LM III A:l);
28 an amygdaloid from Gypsades T. VII (LM III B:2-C:l).* 9 And at Perati in Attica Tomb 24 (LH III B:2-C:l) contained a burial around whose neck a broken Cypriot conoid (CMS I 396) may have hung s a pendant suspended from a necklace of five beads of gkss paste, faience, and rock crystal. In addition to necklaces of beads, sealstones, and probably rings, there is ample evidence for similar bracelets with seals (Pls. I, II). A bracelet with a single lentoid is worn on each wrist of two terracotta statuettes, one from Knossos, the Shrine of the Double Axes (PM II 339 fig. 192 ), and the 'Dove Goddess' (PM 337 and 340 flg. 193 AI). Such an arrangement may owe its symmetry to the aesthetic qualities of the statuettes rather than to actual practice.
There is more evidence for just one bracelet of beads and sealstones worn on one wrist, almost always the left.
1) The Left Wrist. Two frescoes, the monumental one with the Cupbearer (PL II) 31 2) The Rlgbt Wrist. One burial in Asine Ch. T. l (LH III C:l) produced a broken lentoid near the right wrist. 36 A fresco from the House with the Idols at Mycenae shows a lentoid without bracelet worn on tue inside of the right wrist of the woman at lower left.
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If the proximity of a sealstone to the wrist indicates the Former presence of a bracelet, then on the basis of the above evidence it can be said that one to three sealstones were worn on bracelets sometimes ] in the Company of beads of various types, and that these bracelets were almost always worn on the left wrist.
Two other bracelets with sealstones are known. A fresco fragmentfrom Pylos (Pylos II fresco 13 Mnws) depicts two bracelets or a double . ; one, each consisting of four gold(?) wires securing a lentoid of banded agate(?) whose face is turned in (to the flesh?); the fresco fragment is too small, however, to identify where the bracelet is worn, though the ! wrist is presumed. 38 In addition, a *double-stranded bracelet of gold beads (PL I) from near the left forearm of Burial I in Sellopoulo T. 4 (LMIII A: 1) has been reconstructed to include a carnelian *lentoid with gold caps. The reconstruction is not secure, äs the excavator points out, since the sealstone was found broken "high up in the roof-fall above ;: the region of the skull and obviously disturbed from its original posi-1 tion." 39 .,
· [ The evidence for sealstones on bracelets seems unequivocal: the representations in fresco and on statuettes demonstrate this usage clearly and the archaeological evidence from tombs fully Supports this usage.
As several human figures in representations with religious connotations wear bracelets that carry a lentoid (the Statuette from the Shrine ; of the Double Axes at Knossos, the T)ove Goddess', the Statuette in the 'hut urn', the woman in the fresco from the House with the Idols), it might be concluded that at least here, if not also on the wrists of the * Mycenae warriors and of the Cupbearer, such sealstones were considered · , > not only äs pieces of jewelry but also äs atnülets, in the sense that they may have connoted some physical connection between the wearer and his divinity, either by protecting him apotropaically from evil or by bringing him divine favor; in much the same way a Christian wears a cross. Since such lentoids when depicted clearly are worn face turned ; to the flesh, their motifs cannot always, however; be conclusively i considered äs signifikant contributions to the efficacy of the sealstones' j amuletic function. In other wofds, except for the Potnia theron and j similar motifs, the sealstone on a bracelet may have functioned more äs an amulet in whose class (shape and material, i.e., sealstone-ness) power resided, than äs a talisman in whose engraved motif divine power was represented, implied, or possibly invoked by inscripdon. This amuletic function may also be inferred from the fact that several sealstones of various shapes and materials have been found in shrines apparently äs dedications from the faithful to elicit divine attention.
The evidence for such amuletic usage is admittedly too slight to corroborate Kenna's assertations (CS p. l n. l and passim) about the specific functions of the so-called talismanic group. In fact, the evidence may lead us to broaden our conception of such functions to have applied on occasion to the whole ränge of sealstones. The 'talismanic' group, on the other hand, probably should be defined äs one consisting of a few shapes on which a simple and mechanical technique was employed to create unlimited variations on a select number of motifs, often purely : linear in nature.
'
c. Rings on bracelets.
The varying and often small diameters of the hoops of fingerrings have led certain scholars to postulate that they were not always worn on the finger. Sir Arthur Evans (TDA 12-13) theorizes that rings with very small diameters were placed on the finger after death, indeed after the deterioration of the flesh, in usum mortuorum. Since only a few rings have been discovered actually on the finger bones of a skeleton, and they are not engraved, 41 we may discount this hypothesis at least for engraved rings. Instead, the number of rings found in the vicinity of the wrist has led certain scholars, notably R. Higgins (Greek and Roman Jewelry 84) and J. Boardman (GGFR 63) to maintain that, along with sealstones and beads, rings were also suspended, usually from bracelets. Since another schokr, M. R. Popham, has, however, criticised this view, 42 it may be helpful to review the available evidence in several areas: the diameters of the hoop, the suitability of suspending rings on bracelets and necklaces, and the find-spots of rings in tombs. 1) The diameters of the boop. Most of the extant engraved rings have hoop diameters falling in the ränge of 1.5 to 2,0 cm. The rings within this ränge may be considered small by modern Standards, but no doubt the average Bronze Age Aegean was slighter and had thinner fingers. We may then arbitrarily estimate men's rings to have diameters in the upper half of this ränge (1.8 to 2.0 cm.) and women's rings in the lower (1.5 to 1.7 cm.), 43 realizing of course that men can wear 'womenY rings on the little finger, and women 'menV rings on the thumb and index From the evidence it is possible that normal sized rings and rings with small hoops (i.e., rings meant to be worn on the fingers, but not on the thumb) were populär from the beginning of the Late Bronze Age through the III A period, and that those few rings with extremely large hoops were fashionable later.
2) rings are viewed upright the bezePs long axis is horizontal, the hoop aligned vertically to allow fof the finger (or a Strand) to pass through it horizontally. 50 Thus the orientation of the bezel and its motif to the hoop is exactly the same äs the face of an amygdaloid and fts design is to its stringhole. 51 When worn on the finger the ring presents a bezel that is parallel to it, with the motif at right angles. To read the motif the band must be brought toward the body äs if a modern person were to read a watch. If suspended, such a ring would, like the amygdaloid, be more conveniently viewed on a necklace; if on a bracelet, the motif on the ring would be sideways either to the wearer or to another admirer.
3) The find-spots of rings in tombs. As stated above, not one engraved ring has come to light around the bones of a finger. Instead, when associated with a skeleton, they have all been found either near its neck (see above, p. 7) or near the left wrist:
52 from Crete -Zafer Papoura T. 7 (LMIII A: 1) a gold-plated ring; 53 fig. 34 and S *3, 5e Zafer Papoura T. 66 (LM III A:2) a gold hoop,* 7 Ύ. 100 (LM III A:2) South skeleton a bronze ring, 68 T. 2 a gold ring with a bracelet of glass and clay beads and a pendant, 59 T. 21 Hast skeleton a gold ring with a small round bezel, 60 and T. 75 a small plain gold ring.
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There is archaeological evidence for unengraved rings being worn on the finger -such were so found in several tombs; and i t is logical to assume from the diameters of the hoops that engraved rings were also worn on the fingers -a few have been found close to the finger bones of skeletons in tombs. From the orientation of the bezel to the hoop, analogous to that inherent in the amygdaloid seal, it is also plausible to imagine engraved rings suspendecf on necklaces -and three engraved rings have come to light in a tholos tomb at Archanes in the region of the skeleton's neck. If such evidence is admissible and the conclusions drawn are plausible, then it would be perverse to deny the probability that both engraved and unengraved rings were also suspended on bracelets -Zafer Papoura T. 2 and T. 99 yielded such bracelets for unengraved rings. The orientation of the motif and bezel to the hoop · * should not preclude such a fashion of wearing the rings; amygdaloid ; seals suffer the same disability but they were also apparently worn on bracelets. And if the proximity of an excavated sealstone to a wrist convincingly implies the original presence of a bracelet, then the same proximity for rings, especially for rings also found with beads and whorls suitable for Suspension on bracelets, also ought to imply con-' vincingly the original presence of a similar-bracelet.
d. Sealstones on anklets.
A similar argument can be made for the possibility (and the author would rate it no higher) that three deceased people wore anklets with sealstones in their grave in the Zafer Papoura Cemetery. T. 6 (LM III A:2) yielded a steatite lentoid carrying "traces of... an animal" near the right ankle; 62 T. 35 produces a steatite rectangular plate seal carrying circles also near the right ankle of the South skeleton-; 63 All four anklets, if such they are and not the remains of bracelets or necklaces placed near the feet, may be examples of a late and local practice. The author interprets the description of the lentoid from T. 6 to imply that the steatite seal is worn. Worn steatite lentoids with crudely rendered quadrupeds, often showing up äs nothing more than traces, occur in two styles, in that of the Cretan Populär Group and in that of the Mainland Populär Group. 65 The former appears in Crete extensively in LM Ib, the latter almost exclusively on the Mainland in LHIII A:2-C:l, but a few do come from Crete, e.g., AGDS I Munich 83. If the ceramic date for T. 6 has a bearing here, and the sealstone is not a LM Ib heirloom, it may belong to the later Mainland Group. The rectangular plate seal from T. 35 cannot be truly restricted to a date äs the shape and the motif both appear sporadically throughout the Late Bronze Age, but compare a similar plate seal with circles (CMS VIII 30) which may possibly come from Crete äs it was acquired by J. M. Dawkins. The Mitannian cylinder, on the other band, has several parallels -e. 66 These Mitannian cylinders, from the dated contexts, are all apparently LM III A:2(-B), 67 and they, along with the pottery date for Zafer Papoura T. 6 and its possibly LH III A: 2-C:l lentoid, may pin the wearing of anklets to the Zafer Papoura Cemetery after the Destruction of the Palace at Knossos.
e. Other aspects of sealstones äs adornments.
We may now consider two more aspects of sealstones that can affect their use äs personal adornments: the alignment of the stringhole and the additio/i of gold caps and mounts at the stringhole. 1) Stringhole Alignment. When a motif on a sealstone is read upright the stringhole is generally aligned either parallel to it (i.e., vertically, 68 Most amygda-\ loids, rectangular plate seals, and cushion seals have horizontal string-« holes.
69 Such horizontal stringholes seem rhore appropriate to suspen-: sion from a necklace, but some .amygdaloids, äs we have seen, were j found near wrists and so may have been worn on bracelets, in which j case the motif would normally be aligned parallel to the arm and thus , upside down to either the wearer or another admirer.
Lentoids and disks generally, however, "have vertical stringholes. This means that most lentoids, like most rings, were meant to be read äs modern watches are, and that the design was aligned at right angles to the arm if the gern was worn on the wrist. 71 There are, however, many exceptions to this general rule, seals in which the stringhole follows an orientation at right angles (horizontal) to the motif.
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Usually these exceptions seem to follow no pattern; others exhibit what appear to be compensatory factors. Two lentoids, HM 175 from Kalyvia (T. 8?) 73 and CMS V *431 from Nichoria, carry a frontal human face; both have horizontal striügholes. One other motif, the Potnia theron carrying a 'snake-frame' and flanked by lions or griffins, always has a horizontal stringhole (e.g., CMS I *144 and *145 from Mycenae T. 515, the ones in 'forehalP mentioned above). Such lentoids äs these may have been worn on necklaces or äs pendants; a horizontal stringhole would then be appropriate.
74 71 In addition, it should be noted that a lentoid with a slightly eliiptical face always, äs far äs the author is aware, has its stringhole bored to follow the shorter diameter. 72 Kenna, LMSII328, implies that horizontal stringholes are due to a general carelessness in LMIIIB engraving. 73 MonAntichi 14,1904,617-625, flg. 96. 74 Even with this hypothesis, however, certain groups of sealstone motifs remain puzzling.
Were motifs consisting of two figures disposed in axial symmetry (e. g. CMS 1184 from Midea, PL ... fig. 3 ) or in bilateral symmetry (e.g. CMS I *131 from Mycenae) meant to be viewed with the bodies horizontal or vertical? If the bodies are placed horizontally then these seals have normal, vertical stringholes. Both seals CMS I *131 and 184 have ground lines which confirm this orientation. A few lentoids, however, like CMS IX 160 from Spata(?), PL ... fig. 4 , have horizontal stringholes, although here a ground line at right may mean that the seal was meant to be viewed with the bodies of the bulls vertical. Such a seal äs CMS I *131 may have been consciously produced to be appropriate to both a neckkce and a bracelet: with the stringhole vertical the men are to be read perhaps äs fallen warriors; and with the stringhole horizontal, the lotus is upright, the figures in a symmetrically pleasing design. The same dual purpose can be recognized in two twin sealstones in a similar style and possibly from the same workshop äs CMS I *131: CMS I 263 from Tragana and VII 130 whose provenience is unknown. The Mycenae seal CMS I *131 also has a twin, CS k. 204, a cushion seal with of course a horizontal stringhole, said to have come from north of the Palace at Knossos. It is possible that CMS I *131 is a copy of the cushion seal, reproducing the same stringhole alignment; but the iconographic puzzles in CS k. 204 (the "Libyan plumes", and the unidentifiable flowers), the evidence that the Mycenae seal belongs to a larger group of seals similar in their ambivalent stringhole alignments, and the fact that Evans first published both the Mycenae seal from a cast he possessed before its proper publication and the cushion seal (PM IV 501-503, figs. 444 and 443, respectively), all make it probable that the cushion seal is a forgery based on the excavated seal from Mycenae.
Other sealstones with two animals in axial symmetry, like CMS I 60, 92, and 157 all
There seems therefore to be some consistency in the alignment of stringhole to motif: vertical stringholes for lentoids, disks, and most prisms; horizontal for amygdaloids, cushion seals, and rectangular plate seals. Where there are exceptions, many can be explained with reference to the motif.
When we examine the stringholes of seals presumed to have been on necklaces, bracelets and anklets, we see, contrary to expectation, no pattern. Lentoids with vertical stringholes perversely exhibit their motifs sideways on necklaces (e.g., the lentoid on the necklace from Isopata T. 99, PTK fig. 101.2) , amygdaloids sideways or upside-down on bracelets (e. g., CMS V 174 from Athens'Ägora T. 40), and undoubtedly rings on bracelets acting like amygdaloids.
It seems obvious, therefore, that stringholes were not always bored in the workshop for the use the sealstones were later put to. Other considerations must have determined the alignments. The representations of sealstones being worn on the wrist all show lentoids; it is possible then that, in the glyptic Workshops at least, amygdaloids were bored to be strung on necklaces, although several were not in fact so worn. The detailed representations of lentoids on bracelets, in the Cupbearer fresco (PL II) and possibly Pylos 13 Mnws, show only their variegated backs, 75 the faces therefore turned in to the flesh to protect their motifs. 76 From from Mycenae, have the stringhole aligned horizontally. Here, however, a horizontal branch with a frond at one end separates the animals, and so the stringhole may actually be vertical with the branch upright. A similar lentoid from Prosymna (Prosymna fig. 584 ), on the other handj carries no branch; its stringhole therefore must be horizontal. Several other lentoids with horizontal stringholes are individually explicable: surely, for instance, the birds on CMS I 151 from Mycenae fly up, not right äs in the Illustration in CMS; and the motif of a bowed lion attacking a bull (e.g., CMS I *251, Asine fig. 242 .2, and CMS V *436) almost always has the stringhole perpendicular to the lion, not to the bull -this consistency of alignment probably indicates that the motif generally followed the rule and that the lion äs victor received the accent, curled around his fallen prey while devouring i t (cf. the amygdaloids CMS XII 213 and Orientalia 33. 1964, pl. V. 21; but see Mykenaiki Sphragidoglyphia 53-54 where Mrs Sakellariou maintains the alternate orientation). 75 In fact, these two representations show banded agates whose banding has been cäre-fully painted to produce axially summetrical patterns in relation to the stringhole. Since the author has observed .such patterning only on an extremely few sealstones, this patterning on fresco must represent an ideal Situation in fashion. 76 That sealstones were worn with their faces turned in to the flesh can be further supported by the high frequency of wear about the stringhole on the face side, and by the occasional appearance of the sharply conical reverse of the lentoid. This conical back would have been extremely uncomfortable if it rested against the wrist, and in a few this we may draw the conclusion that the place for wearing sealstones did not seriously matter, since sealstones were worn because the stones they were carved from were pretty. 77 The workshop, however, generally bored the sealstones apparently with specific places in mind-where they could be worn, places where their motifs could be seen to advantage.
2) Gold Caps and Mounts. A second factor that may affect use concerns the fitting of gold bands, caps, and mounts on the stringholes of sealstones. Bands are fitted over the rim of the sealstone, while caps appear over the ends of the rim at the stringhole; a band appear s by itself over the rim of CMS V 654 from lalysos in Rhodes (LH III C:l), caps over the ends of the cylinder CMS V 583 from the Kasarma tholos (LH I-II) and the ends of a *cushion seal of chalcedony from Isopata T. l (LM Ib-II). 78 Mounts consist of a ring around the stringhole opening usually affixed to a cap or band, or to a small stemmed platform of gold whose stem is set in the stringhole. There are two types of mounts: a single or double wire ring (PL ... fig. l ), 79 and a single or double ring of gold granules; 80 when the seal itself is of gold, then the mount may be fixed directly on the seal.
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Caps and mounts for sealstones appear early (cf. HM 2343, a prism from Herakleion Porös with a single ring of granules on caps, from a MH-LH I context) 82 and seem to run into LH IIIB (cf. the Thebes seal CMS V 673). 03 The various types of mounts, however, from the simple wire to the ring of granules, all appear contemporaneously, and thus it cannot be said that the latter developed from the former.
It would seem obvious that mounts and caps had, in addition to aesthetic value, two practical purposes äs well: to protect the stringhole cases (e.g., CMS IV 264 and VII 106) it appears to have been cut down to eliminate this discomfort. 77 Boardman, Gnomon 1966,266, makes much the same observation. at least, were worn with the motif on the face turned in to the flesh; in this way the engraving would be protected from unnecessary scratches and wear, but turning the face in to the flesh mainly implies that the sealstone suspended on a bracelet functioned not äs a talisman but äs jewelry, possibly amuletic. Because of the normal alignment of the stringhole, the motifs on lentoids and the like are best displayed on bracelets and those on amygdaloids and cushion-shaped seals are best read on necklaces; many of these seals, however, have been found in places about a skeleton that suggest they were worn wherever the seal äs a piece of jewelry was thought to look best, regardless of the legibility of the motif. Unengraved rings may have been worn primarily on the hand but most engraved rings have come to light near the neck or wrist of a skeleton and therefore were probably also worn suspended on necklaces or bracelets.
